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The broad potential offered by shotgun sequencing to the exploration of biodiversity is overcoming past paradigms of
biology. Today, shallow sequencing of samples representing complex arthropod communities can be used to explore a
wide variety of questions, places and communities which remained inaccessible until now. Such "metagenomic skimming"
has already been used as an alternative approach for building large‐scale phylogenies or explore soil arthropod microfauna
(1‐3) and shows potential for biodiversity analysis and biomonitoring (4,5).
Our previous works also showed that shallow sequencing of insect gut content or bulk extracted specimens can recover
diet remnants and bacterial symbiotic patterns (6,7) and first, I will briefly discuss the potential of metagenomic symbiont
reads either to reveal dynamics of interactions between predator/prey or to build exploratory food webs.
Strikingly, these studies generally involve the use of ethanol as a preserving media, but few attempts were made to exploit
this resource (8). In a second part, I aim to raise awareness about the potential of preserving ethanol. We realized an
extensive multi‐level biodiversity profiling of the ethanol used for collecting insects from different communities. I will
discuss the species recovery made from the preserving media and why concomitant DNAs also appear to be an exploration
of symbiotic/parasitic interactions and gut content. It appears that neglecting the preserving media is misusing a source of
genetic material which could strengthen evolutionary, ecological and biodiversity studies.
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